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Observer Discusses
UN And Communism

These two men picketed the Science Building Project last week.
Since then the N.L.R. Board has been working on the case.

Bates Joins Kansas City
'Bells Of Peace'Exercises
Bates College will participate in a "Bells of Peace" proi ram, November 10, 11, 12 in conjunction with ceremonies
in rededicate the Liberty Memorial in Kansas City, Missouri.
The bells of the Bates carillon will be specially sounded during each of the three days of the period of the Kansas City
celebration.
•
oping the "People - to - People"
This is the second "Bells of theme which he introduced five
Peace" observance arranged by years ago. and former President
s>hulmerich Carillons, Inc., the Harry Truman's speech Novemfirst having taken place Septem- ber 11 will mark the Veterans
er 12, 1961, in recognition of Day Observance. Former PresiIhe dedication of the'bells at the dent Herbert Hoover is also exAir Force Academy in Colorado. pected to attend.
In the ceremonies to be attendThe Liberty Memorial, a 217l by some 50 ambassadors to foot high spire frequently acio United States from other claimed as an architectural masountries, the structure will be terpiece, was built in the early
• dedicated to peace and inter- 1920s.
national understanding.
The Bates carillon, installed
Eisenhower Speaks
last year was dedicated at an
General Dwight D. Eisenhower October 5 performance played by
.•ill speak November 10, devel- the carilloner, John Klein.

By JAMES L. FINE '65

The trimester plan would divide the academic year into
three semesters, each running
iiDout three and one-third months
in length.
The school would be in operation the entire year except for
brief Christmas and spring reisses and a month of summer
vacation. "With all the pressures
involved in college admission,
he satisfied with the use of college facilities for at best threequarters of the time," explained
le public will not continue to
Dean Zerby.
In cases in which this system
iaa been put into operation, the
udent concentrates his energies
'n four subjects each semester.
He is thus able to graduate in
''.vo and two-thirds years.

Bates To Host
Debate League

Bates will be host to a Debate
Clinic of the Maine Division of
the Bates Debating' League on
Friday, November 10. This league
is composed of high schools
throughout the state. Professor
Quimby will deliver an address
on How to Discuss and Debate
at 3:30 p. m. in the Little Theatre.
At four o'clock panel discussions
will be conducted, led by memQuarter Plan Also Cited
bers of the Bates Debating
Dean Zerby also cited the ef- Squad.
fectiveness of the quarter plan
On Saturday, November 11, the
which is an alternative to the tridebate
squad will make its inimester plan. According to the
tial
debute
at Bowdoin, where
(Continued on page four)
college debaters will assemble
from throughout the state. ProStu-G Studies Frosh fessor Brooks Quimby, Mr. Richard Warye, Professor Lavinia
Orientation, Library Schaeffer, and Professor Paul
Freshmen from Cheney House Whitbeck will be among the
attended the meeting of the judges of the debates. The topic
Women's Student Government, to be debated reads: Resolved,
7:00 Wednesday, November 1. that Labor Organizations should
With the freshmen participating, be under the jurisdiction of Antithe board discussed the fresh- trust Legislation.
men Orientation.
To Enter Teams
Freshmen Evaluate Orientation
Bates will enter two varsity
All freshmen are expected to affirmative teams composed of
write a brief evaluation of their Susan Stanley - Tom Hall and
orientation period. The import- Robert Boyd - Grant Lewis. Two
ant criticisms will be discussed varsity negative teams will enter, composed of Robert Ahem at a future meeting.
Friday, November 3, the libra- John Strassburger and Norman
ry study committee is conducting Bowie - Howard Blum. Two noa survey of the entire student vice affirmative teams will debody. This survey will show bate, composed of Morris Lelywhether extension of hours is veld - David Harrison and Jeffdesired by most students.
(Continued on page two)

Dean Zerby Discusses
Two Semester Programs
"The demands of our modern
world require a more concentrated college education," stated
r>ean Rayborn Zerby in his explanation of the trimester plan
cf education.

Discussing the threat of Communism to the free world,"
In discussing a solution of the
Mrs. Edward McVitty, an observer at the United Nations for problem, Mrs. McVitty stated, "if
the World Federalists, stated in Friday Chapel that the Com- the U.S.S.R. cannot win in the
munists have proved themselves capable of industrializing world, is there a chance that the
undeveloped areas through a ruthless disregard of people. U. N. will win in the cold war?
Can the U.S. find it palatable
Their desire to spread Communism throughout the world
. . . to its way of life?
directs their purpose today.
President Kennedy offered a
one-half years ago the Congo long range plan for the United
Explains Democracy's Position
On the other hand, she ex- situation arose in the United Nations, United States, and the
Nations. The U. N. was very remaining free world which may
plained, the United States seeks
successful in keeping all foreign be the answer to the long range
] to imbue the world with political
democracy and free enterprise. elements out of the Congo. It plan of the U.S.S.R. The main
However, it does not wish to im- was after this episode that the purpose of this plan is to outlaw
pose its own democracy on the Soviet Union began its attacks war through disarmament, a
on the U. N. organization, start- peace force, institutions of a legal
rest of the world, for, "democing with the Secretary-General, character for the settlement of
racy ceases to be democracy
when it is imposed." Thus, we Dag Hammerskjold. This attack disputes and world law.
culminated when Krushchev
do not seem to have a long range
Makes Plea To Youth
purpose in the same sense as the banged his shoe on the desk and
In conclusion, Mrs. McVitty
tried to destroy the dignity of
Communists do.
made a direct plea to the young
the U. N.
people of our generation: "It
Mrs. McVitty continued by sayThis year the same situation (the U. N.) is your hope, your
ing that although the neutral nations are determined not to be exists. Nobody believed the hope to live and to plan your
dominated by any powerful na- Troika would be established but lives and to go towards a goal
tion from evidence in Laos, Chi- the Soviet bloc could paralyze . . . Without the support of the
na. Berlin. Cuba and Viet Nam. the election of the Secretary- American people the world orthe United States seems to be General. (Ed. note — Friday af- ganization may go down . . .
ternoon U Thant of Burma was Divorce yourselves from our own
losing out to Communism.
elected acting Secretary-General propaganda . . . think for yourCites Congo Situation
Mrs. McVitty next explained of the United Nations by a selves what the U. N. can do, how
how the U. N. became ah obsta- unanimous vote of its 103 mem- it is going forward and what you
can do for it."*
cle to the Soviet Union: one and bers.)

Faculty, Students Compete
In College Bowl Practice
During chapel assembly, Monday, November 6th, four faculty
members competed against four
semifinalists of the Bates College
Bowl Team in a contest set up
like the TV General Electric
College Bowl program. The technical arrangements were adapted
as closely as possible to those of
the television version. The student team members were Tom
Hall '63, Casimir Kolaski '64,
Grant Lewis '62, and Bernice
Schulte '62. Opposing this team

OC Requests
Cover Designs
"We are now accepting entries
for the design to be used on our
Winter Carnival dance program,"
remarked Scott Bradley recently. In charge of publicity for the
Bates Outing Club, Bradley announced that the theme for Carnival is "Blue Snow" and it refers to the legend of Paul Bunyan's finding his blue ox, Babe,
"in the time of the blue snow."
All entries must be submitted
to Carol Williams, Box 627, before November 20, and should be
sure to include the name of the
designer. The student whose design is selected for the Carnival
program will be awarded a free
ticket for two persons to all Carnival events. If the winner declines the ticket, he or she will
receive $5 in cash.

were Anthony Abbott, George R.
Healy, Gesta E. Lexen, and Roy
Shortt, the faculty team. Professor Brooks Quimby was master of ceremonies, giving out the
questions.
There still has been no definite
date set for the appearance of
this Bates team on the College
Bowl program, but Dr. Goldat is
working in close contact with
the CBS Network.
SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
Come on you Sadies of
Batespatch, it's time to grab
your man and take him to
the annual Sadie Hawkins
dance. Tie him up good and
drag him off to Marryin' Sam
and get hitched. This is your
chance to land that lovely
hunk of man you've been
eyeing recently.
Saturday night, Nov. II.
Marryin' Sam will be on
hand in the Alumni Gym to
do the honors beginning at
8:30. Cousin Carol Williams
will be MC of the festivities
and Howie Davison will call,
call.
NOTICE
All notices and material
for the STUDENT must be in
the P. A. office by the Sunday morning before publication.
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UN Observer Explores
DisarmamentChances
"I don't consider disarmament has even been approached
until now," said Mrs. Edward McVitty in Thursday's Citizenship Laboratory. She chose disarmament for her topic
because of recent nuclear testing and the current interest in
U N affairs.
Before Mrs. McVitty began her since the Barouk plan, the U.S.
discussion of the probability of and U.S.S.R. have made proposdisarmament she outlined the als only when each knew the
nature and failure of past pro- other would reject them. "Only
posals and marked the develop- when we are willing to go
through with it can we test their
ment of disarmament agencies.
sincerity," she pointed out.
Sees Some Progress
"Our sincerity is now in quesMany attempts were made towards agreement on a "first- tion," she further remarked. "The
step" plan. Proposals included U. S. has made a bad tactical erprovision for a test ban, the end ror in the recent UN debate over
to the manufacture of nuclear; Pnonty, Mrs McVitty stated,
materials, and the transfer of! "The US" clear,y had no hoPe;
such materials to international |its motlve was P™Paganda.
control.
Inspection Solves Nothing
Some progress was achieved, I Even if resolutions are passed,
however. The three nuclear , Mrs- McVitty predicted they will
powers agreed to observe a mo- j £° unheeded. Establishment of a
ratorium for the duration of the Peace force^ however, requires
negotiations. Interest in compre- amending the UN charter. Charhensive negotiations increased. 'ter revision will force national
The United States proposed a commitment, then we may have
three step plan.
disarmament. "Inspection solves
Powers Disagree
. nothing," she explained, "it only
"Disputes will not disappear provides information."
with weapons," noted the UN ob"I think that the United States
server. She praised the plan for plan for disarmament is already
its realization of the necessity for a plan for world government,"
a "reliable means to settle dis- ' Mrs. McVitty declared. She emputes and make that settlement phasized the nature of world
stick." Negotiators disagree over government: "It would have to
the composition and power of a be a democratic form; there can
control organ, however.
be no compromise on that. This
The UN was excited by the federation would be based on
joint statement of principles is- government by the consent of
sued by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. The the governed and majority rule
statement offers a goal of gen- ... It is the business of this
eral and complete disarmament country to insist on a world orwith an international security ganization where they can't and
system. Speaking of Soviet sin-' we can't impose our will," she
cerity, Mrs. McVitty noted that | concluded.

Guidance
13 November, Monday — Mr.
Richard F. Barter will interview
men and women for careers in
secondary education in connection with the Master of Arts in
the Teaching Program with John
Hopkins University.
13 November. Monday — Mr.
William T. Heisler, Head of the
Department of Teacher Training,
Perkins School for the Blind (and
Boston University School of Education) will be on campus to interview interested applicants for
teacher training in the institution. All interviews will be made
on that day after 3 p. m.
14 November, Tuesday — Mr.
Raymond C. Saalback will interview junior and senior men and
women for graduate business
programs in managerial training
at the University of Pennsylvania
(Wharton Graduate Division).
15 November, Wednesday — Professor William Bradley will interview men and women for
graduate training and career opportunities in Parish Ministry,
Missionary Work and other religious service areas in connection with the Hartford Seminary
Foundation.
New York University (School of
Education) announces a graduate
program for the preparation of
Elementary Teachers, designed

to prepare for teaching in science, mathematics. English, or
social studies. Scholarships are
available ranging from $1,000 to
$3,000. If a sufficient number of
students are interested a representative will visit the campus
some time this semester. Please
leave your name at the Placement Office.
Camp Hiawatha in Kezar Falls,
Maine, is looking for Junior or
Senior year women students who
are interested in camp work and
are skilled in swimming, tennis,
riflery, arts and crafts, ceramics,
or music. There are application
blanks available for those who
might be interested in the Guidance Office.
The Katharine Gibbs School announces the availability of the
two national scholarships awarded to college seniors. A school
catalog and placement booklet

Congress has established the
Selective Service System as the
fair way to provide military
manpower. A person can meet
his obligation under the draft
law by two years of active duty
in the Armed Froces, or by taking part in one of several reserve
programs.
Many individuals accept the
necessity of military force, but
fael they are prevented by conscience from taking another
man's life. These men are able
to maintain their conscientious
beliefs as they perform the duty
required of them by the government. They are given special
noncombatant training, usually
for duty in the medical service,
although they may be assigned to
other duties, such as office work
or a military band.

j
|
I
i

Perform Civilian Service
Another group of conscientious
objectors feel a strong sense of
loyalty to their country, and
acknowledge an obligation to
perform a period of socially useful service under civilian direction. They are opposed to both
combatant and noncombatant
duty.
The draft law provides that
these C. O.'s shall perform an
equal period of civilian service
". . . contributing to the maintenance of the national health,
safety, or interest."
C. O.'s Make Contributions
Many C. O.'s serve as maintenance workers or ward attendants in hospitals. Others are
employed by governmental agencies, or overseas service, and
some work with social welfare
agencies within the U. S.

rey Roualt - Newton Clark Peter d'Errico. Two novice negative teams will also debate,
composed of Norman Gillespie Stephen Schaffer and Norman
Davis - Richard Reische - Mark
Silverstein.

Objectors in the third group
feel they cannot cooperate with
SMITTY'S
the draft law. These man are
Barber Shop
called absolutists. The draft law
does not provide exemption for
HOURS
absolutists. They face a maxiMonday - Tuesday - Thursday
mum penalty of $10,000 fine
8:30 - 5:45
and/or five years in prison
Wednesday — 1:30 - 5:45
though the usual sentences are
Friday — 8:30 - 8:45
much less , than the maximum.
Saturday — 7:30 - 5:45
Men refusing classification and
Easy lo Find: One Block Up
assignment face the same penal- Campus Ave. from J.B., then righ*
down one block from Golder St
ties.
(Reprint from The Draft Law
and Your Choices by The War
Ritz Theatre
Resisters League.)
Thu.-Fri.-Sat.—
"THE TRAPP FAMILY"
will be of interest to anyone
- and wishing further business training "THE FIERCEST HEART"
and are in the Placement Office.
Juliet Prowse
For additional information either
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.—
inquire at the office or write to
Memorial Scholarship Commit- "TWO RODE TOGETHER"
Jimmy \Slewart
tee, Katharine Gibbs School, 230
- and Park Avenue, New York 17, New
"HOMICIDAL"
York.
(Closed Wednesdays)

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
RESTYLE
LADIES'
SHOES
with New Slim Heels
Zippers Repaired & Renewed
Park & Main Sts.

784-7621

LEWISTON

Empire

PRISCILLA
"/ Want To Live"
SUSAN HAYWARD
SIMON OAKLAND
THEODORE BIKEL
VIRGINIA VINCENT
WESLEY LAU

Charles Drake

— Color —

-

I

*
I
i
I
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Wednesday, Nov. 8
Cross-country; Tufts, M. I. T.
Northeastern, (away).
C.O.P.E. - No. 8, Libby; 7-8:30
p. m.
Vespers, Chapel; 9-10 p. m.
Thursday, Nov. 9
C.A. Bible Study; Women'J
Union.
C.O.P.E.; Senator Muskie, No
8, Libby: 4-6, 7-10 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 10
Football Rally.
Soccer at Colby.
Saturday, Nov. 11
Football; Colby, (away).
Co-Ed Study; Women's Union
7-11 p.m.
Sadie Hawkins Dance; Gyn
8:30-11:45 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 12
Band,
Chapel Performance
(rehearsal); 2-2:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 13
Cross - country, Northeastern
(away).

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus ^Agents
BILL LERSCH
BILL DAVIS

PECK'S
Lewiston
Maine's great
fashion store

where
Bates
students
always find
what they want
at prices they
want to pay

Virginia Grey

FANNIE HURSTS

'By Love Possessed'
LANA TURNER
EFREM ZIMBALIST, JR.
JASON ROBARDS, JR.
GEORCE HAMILTON
SUSAN KOHNER
BARBARA BEL GEDDES
THOMAS MITCHELL
EVERETT SLOANE
JEAN WILLES

l wk siarts today

Susan Hayward
John Gavin

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Calendar

Freedom from fear, sickness,
and sin through spiritual understanding of God will be the topic
of a free lecture on Christian
Science tomorrow evening, November 9, by Ella H. Hay of Indianapolis, Indiana.
Now on extensive lecture tour,
Mrs. Hay will speak under the
auspices of the Bates College
Christian Science Organization
in the Filene Room at 8:00 p. m.
Her subject will be "Christian
Science: Defenders of Individual
Rights."
Author Of Textbooks
Prior to entering the public
practice of Christian Science
healing in 1942, Mrs. Hay was
active in education. An author
of a number of school textbooks,
work books, and other books for
children, among these, "A Child's
Life of Mary Baker Eddy," she
held prominent positions in the
National Education Association,
the American Association for
Childhood Education, and various women's clubs.
Chapel Schedule
She is a member of the Author's League of America and is Friday, Nov. 10
The Honorable Edmund S
listed as author, educator, and
Muskie or Report on God
lecturer in "Who's Who of Amerdard Conference by Fowlc-i
ican Women". Since 1953 she
and Sampson
has lectured on Christian Science
before public audiences through- Monday. Nov. 13
out the United States, Europe,
Bates Band
Canada, and other countries.
Wednesday, Nov. 15
Dr. William L. Bradley, Hart
ford Seminar Foundation
Debate League
Hartford,
Conn.
(Continued from page one)

oni Ml ill. II ■

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

League Presents C.O.S. Sponsors
Draft Choices Hay Lecture

Sfoeet-*

w EumtM COLOR!

The story of a beautiful
woman . . ■ and the man
she loved . . . more than
career . . success . . reputation!
with VERA MILES
Mat. 2
Eve. 6:30-8:30

Visit Peck's newself-service
basement
Offering Peck quality
merchandise at bargain
prices every day!
Make Peck's your
thrifty shopping habit.
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By CASMIR KOLASKI '64

"Style is the way a man takes
nimself."
In an age where it the fashion
lo follow popular trends, Miles
Davis has kept to himself. To
play anything but what he really
feels would be inane and phoney.
Since his initiation into professional jazz under the tutelage of Dizzy Gillespie and
Charlie Parker, he has developed
an
intensely personal
style
which he alone can perform.
Miles' style is quite unique.
His music has a strong lyric quality — the song of a lonely poet
in a strange land of mists and
mysticism, who is at first frightened, then joyous in what he
sees. He goes his own way, singing to the world — sometimes
sad and melancholy, sometimes
nappy and delighted. He is a sensitive creature of impulse, who
responds without thinking to his
feelings.
Excaliber Wails
With everything taken in as a
whole, he concentrates his emotion into the trumpet Excaliber
and expresses a plaintive wail, a
compassionate plea, a love poem,
or a blue mood.
Rather than driving his song to
a wild, passionate, tour de force
of frenzy, he directs his efforts
blissfully to a rebirth of lost
ecstasy.
One reason for Miles' rapid
climb, to the heights of a highly
competitive business (if I may
use that word) is his instant
communication with the listener.
His stylistic treatment of ballads,
such as Stella by Starlight, even
appeals to people who know little or nothing about jazz. Although he changes moods and
types of music, he remains Miles
Davis all the way.

In the Last Temptation of
Christ Nikos Kazantzakis gives
us a new Christ, one whose life
exemplifies
struggle
between
flesh and spirit, rebellion resisting, reconciliation and submission, and finally, between his
human and divine natures. This
Christ and his conflicts and
temptations is a figure that has
grown out of Kazantzakis' own
life and struggles.

Catches Spain
His versatility and virtuosity
is • beautifully shown in the album, Sketches of Spain, where
he catches the true spirit of

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these -days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company

taking a wife, having children
and finally dying grey-haired and
satisfied, having led a good life.
Slowly Christ travels down the
former path, meeting and overcoming temptation at every step.
He doubts often, is at times
unsure of his mission, fearing
death, and even desiring a woman, Mary Magdalene. Yet he
triumphs over all these and finally meets his destiny and is
crucified.

Meets Final Temptation
On the cross he meets his final
temptation. Overcome by pain,
he passes out. Immediately he is
plunged into a dream where he
is given the other life, the humanity he renounced. At the end
of this dream life, his disciples
accuse him of being a traitor,
coward, and deserter. He wakes
and triumphs. His final cry, "It
is accomplished," is a cry of victory, not only of a final conquest
Has Choice Of Two Paths
of
temptation, but also meaning
The novel follows Christ from
his youth in Nazareth, to his "Everything has begun."
death on the cross and final vicThis book is written -beautifultory over temptation. From the ly; it is emotionally powerful,
beginning he is given a choice sometimes poetic, soft and tenof two paths to take. One is the der, other times hard and
hard, painful path of divinity strong, harsh and burning, a
which ends finally on the cross, flaming mosaic of Christ's struga slow, painful death, but with gles. It is a book for all men,
an inner victory. The other is not only for Christians, but for
that of an average man, working, every person who has ever felt
a conflict between his hopes and
Spain and the "deep song of desires and his value system.
At first he attempts to deny his
flamenco." He is backed up here,
as in some of his other records,
by the orchestra under the direction of Gil Evans, who also
did the arranging. As to Evans'
success, Miles says, "He made
Congratulations to Joe TamLois
Anderson,
that orchestra sound like one big burino and
guitar."
pinned Saturday.

Thus Spake Rathbone
By DAVID A. WILLIAMS '65

By JAMES KIERNAN '63

Basil Rathbone held his audience. He held its concentration,
its attention, and he did more.
He took rough imagination,
molded it with words — molded
it into realism. He took prose,
poetry, and single word, and created ideas, settings, characters,
and conflicts. In the Friday night
program in the Chapel, Basil
Rathbone showed how one personality can dominate the collec-

When I was a boy I had an
album of records which' I would
play over and over, no matter
what the season of the year. I
knew the records, Charles Dickens' Christmas Carol, by heart. I
would say the lines along with
Mr. Scrooge, fascinated by the
voice of the old reprobate, enchanted by the voice of Mr. Basil
Rathbone.
I had looked forward excitedly

The book is one which can be
interpreted in a number of ways,
with Christ's conflicts and solutions being taken as the obvious humanity-divinity dichotomy, or perhaps, as the struggle
of a man for his freedom, or as
the conflict within man between
spirit and flesh. In fact, it can
be taken as of all of these at
once.

Z>e* ZW&4

Other albums by Miles Davis,
such as Jazz Track, Miles Ahead,
and Kind of Blue, have Gil
Evans or a small group to give
him something to improvise
around. In everything he does,
the lonely, haunting sounds that
come from his horn show the
pure, unpremeditated expression
of a man who plays the way he
takes himself — it's the feeling
that counts.

Was that the Bates Art
Club I saw heading towards
Bowdoin Friday night?
You say your yield spilled' on
the floor, and it's just sitting
there evaporating, and your apparatus just blew up and your
thermometer is stuck in the ceiling, and you just set your ether
on fire; I tell oo what oo do. Start
all over.
He has to be told that he
has tired feet.

THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR

Subscribe Now
at Hall Price*
You can read this world-famous
doily newspaper for the next six
months for $5.50, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
.
The Christian Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
□ 6 months $5.50 f] I yeor $11
□ College Student Q Faculty Member

The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

-...J*
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By JOHN ROWE HOLT '64

THREE

Name

Zone

Saturday

SAM'S ESSO
SERVICENTER
1957 FORD CONVERTIBLE
FOR SALE
ROAD SERVICE
RUSSELL 8c MAIN
Tel. 783-0311

tive thought, using only the limited tools of human communication.
If Mr. Rathbone expanded your
appreciation of man's motivation,
if he made you glad to be a human being and alive, if he just
gave you more faith in man than
in the hydrogen bomb, then I
think he was a success.
Applauds Poetry
The opening poetry was well
selected, the Shakespeare comfortably familiar, and the lessons
presented were readly adapted to
individual intepretation.
One listened with concentration to the dialogue, while at the
same time, with a detached and
parallel reflection — matching the
dialogue, experience for experience, idea for idea. While his unstable stance was sometimes disturbing, Mr. Rathbone's presentation was excellent and one soon
forgot. to notice such mannerisms.
If there was any misgiving, it
was that this performer deserved
a bigger audience; the audience
deserved a more spacious and
comfortable auditorium. The evening was one of fine acting by
Basil Rathbone, and one of increased appreciation for man's
communicative arts.

to last Friday night and now I
look back on it with mixed feelings. Surely many of us left the
Chapel with a strange feeling
that something was lacking. If
my expectations were fulfilled
in the second half of his program,
it was not quite enough to offset
my disappointment in the first
half of his performance.

Message Was Forced
The thread of though, the message the sonorous giant tried to
bring to us Friday night seemed
very forced. It seemed a very
contrived little speech footnooted
with poetry. I had the feeling
that Mr. Rathbone flung together
bits of poems merely to demonstrate his mellifluous voice. This
was very disheartening.
As I watched the wonderful
second half of his performance I
remembered my grandmother
telling us that as a young girl she
had seen Edwin Booth and that
she was so thrilled that she will
never forget his reading of
Hamlet. Mr. Rathbone's performance becomes an historicalfootnote in my life.
I'll say nothing about his
wearying, swaying performance.
I'll leave that to Prof. Quimby.
Friday night was interesting'
but on the whole disappointing.
We enjoy Students . . . We It spoiled a cornerstone illusion
cater to Students'. . . We of my young days and my thecarry what the Students like atrical dreams. Personally I wish
I hadn't attended that performShop TONY FOURNIER'6 ance; thankfully it will remain
MEN'S SHOP
only a "fragment of my expe136 Lisbon St.. Lewiston rience."

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.
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Are you working
night, Judy?

Prof. John Tagliabue presents a book of his poems to Mr.
Basil Rathbone following the Rathbone lecture Friday night.
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Editorials
In Loco Parentis No. 1
President Phillips tells the story of the freshman who received a letter from home after arriving at Bates. In the
envelope he found his mother's apron strings and a brief
note suggesting that he was now on his own. Similarly, in
his annual speech to the incoming freshmen, the President
explains that they are now independent and must think for
themselves. Furthermore, he suggests that their ideas are
always sought. Unfortunately, however, once these formalities are over the suggestions which students make to improve their lot tend to be, as one administration official declared, "treated with a grain of salt."
Recent incidents show all too clearly that this is the attitude of the administration toward many student proposals.
A short while ago, a Student Council - Student Government
committee was established to look into the deplorable library
and study conditions at Bates. Before the committee could
even make an investigation, the administration let it be
known that the committee's recommendation would be rejected. They might indeed find themselves in an embarrassing position if the final report seeks to maintain the status
quo.
Cites Circular Reasoning
The idea of open houses in the men's and/or women's
dormitories at specific hours and under carefully regulated
conditions were similarly suggested. The following response
was forthcoming from tne administration: 1) Tradition says
that dorms are not to be open for coeducation; 2) Dorms cannot be opened since the women must not go further than the
paths to the men's dorms.
Thanksgiving provides another interesting example. When
students examined the faculty's decision to limit the traditional Thanksgiving vacation to one day, they were told that
tri-mester considerations were the major reason for the
change. Interesting enough, tradition was never mentioned
here. Nor was the lact that the faculty had voted to eliminate
Thanksgiving the preceding spring, while the tri-mester idea
was announced to both the students and the faculty the following autumn.

N. S. A. Presents
Resolution About
Nuclear Testing

Bates Gains Dynamicism
In Mural Painting Prof.

The constellation of questions
and conflicts revolving around
the general issues of nuclear
testing and disarmament negotiations has in recent years been of
major importance to students and
student organizations throughout
the United States and the world.
The present international situation, characterized perhaps most
significantly by political and
ideological conflict, is continually
shadowed by the threat of total
nuclear war.

By MARTY STILES '65
Let me introduce to you, Professor Roy F. Shortt, a member
of the Bates College mathematics department. This is Professor
Shortt's first year as a member
of the Bates faculty.
To begin on a personal note,
Professor Shortt is married and
has a son, Eric, and a daughter,
Sunnye. His hobbies are fishing,
hunting and art. He has worked
as a professional mural artist,
the latest mural being a 75 by 14
USNSA recognizes the urgent foot painting.
task of all responsible statesmen
Professor Shortt is also interand citizens, including students, ested in Paleontology. His main
to avoid the disaster of total nuclear war and to provide for present and future generations a
world climate which will promote international understanding
and fellowship. Students in their
role as students have an obligation to inform themselves of the
issues involved and to act in
light of their convictions toward
the goal of avoiding nuclear
destruction.

USNSA supports the United
States government's attempts to
achieve a nuclear test ban in the
Geneva negotiations with the
United Kingdom and the Soviet
Union. We regret that the intransigent attitude of the Soviet
government has jeopardized the
future of these negotiations, and
we especially deplore that govProf. Roy F. Shortt
Students Seek Consideration
ernment's decision to resume nuclear
testing
unilaterally.
The STUDENT is not attempting to judge the issues cited
interest is in the Oligocene perabove. The question here is not whether there should be a The 14th National Student Con- iod as depicted in the White RivThanksgiving vacation nor whether economic considerations gress recognizes that complete er Badland of South Dakota.
must always take precedence over those of education. The and total cessation of the produc- Introduces "New" Matah
question is rather whether students have the right to present tion of means of warfare —
Oover and above his teaching
a report to the administration for objective consideration, and chemical, radiological, biological profession here, Professor Shortt
whether the administration will have sufficient respect for and nuclear — must be the goal works with elementary and secthe student's intelligence to respond logically and sincerely. of all negotiations on this subject. ondary school teachers on a naStudents are assured that their opinions are sought.
tional level in an attempt to inNevertheless, as long as the present atmosphere prevails,
troduce the "new" mathematics
mothers might do well to send their apron strings to the adinto the various school curricula.
ministration.
Professor Shortt has attended
(Continued from page one)
quarter system, the academic
year would consist of four quarters and the student would pursue only three courses in a quarter.
Last year, the merits of these By DAVID A. WILLIAMS '65
EDITORIAL STAFF
two
systems were discussed by
The Sheep Has Five Legs, like
Barbara Bonney '62
Richard K. Parker '62
Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor members of the faculty. The suc- Gershwin's Rhapsody In Blue, is
cess of such a plan of education
Managing Editor
at Dartmouth and its initiation a collection of themes put toDiana Blomquist '62
at Carleton College in Minnesota gether more by the fact of a sinJudith Trask '63
„
Assistant Managing Editor has prompted faculty interest.
gle name than by any inherent
John Kehnett '62
News Editor
However, as yet, no concrete coherence. This movie, presented
John R. Wilson '63
Feature Editor
plans have been advanced by the Saturday night by the Robinson
Alan Marden '63
Sports Editor
Bates faculty. Therefore, many Players, was the story of a father
Richard Evans '62
Business Manager
of the questions concerning the and quintuplet sons, all played
Peter Reich '65
Staff Photographer
trimester or quarter plan are un- by Fernandel, with individual
NEWS STAFF
answerable at this time. It is biographies by different authors,
John Kennett, Editor. Barbara Reid '63, Assistant, Louise Kennedy
probable, however, that these giving what coherence there was
•63, Linda Leard '65, Ralph Bartholomew '64, Diane Gallo '64,
educational methods will again in a small town's plan for a famNorman Gillespie '64, Ricky Hanloser '62, Sandra Prohl '64, Bernie
be discussed at future faculty ily reunion.
Schulte '62, Margie Zimmerman '64, Linda Browning '64, Carol
meetings.
This movie is an example of(
Murphy '63, Marilyn Fuller '64, Nona.Long '63, Peggy Partridge '65.
"episodic" style. In this style, epFEATURE STAFF
isodes, stories,
or character
John R. Wilson, Editor, E. Ward Thomas '63, Assistant, Nancy Dillsketches are linked together,
man '64, Dianne Johnson '65, James Kiernan '63, Dave Williams '65,
however loosely, by a story,
Nina Jewell '65, Peter Reich '65, Casmir Kolaski '64, Bernard J.
Don't forget the WRJR
character, place, or by some
Robertson, Jr., '64, Robert Livingston '63, Eric Nisula '65, James
other common denominator.
Fund Drive now in progress
Fine '65, Marty Stiles '65, Pamela Ball '64, John Holt '64.
Since Gershwin, to return to my
SPORTS STAFF
through Saturday. November
analogy, was criticized for his
Alan Marden, Editor, James Hall '63, Assistant, Leslie Nute '63,
11 in. This is the only way
lack -of coherence, it would be
Philip Tamis '63, Dick Love '63, Al Williams '64, Don Blumenthal '64.
WRJR can raise funds for
interesting to note the arguments
BUSINESS STAFF
operation. For the continued
for this cinematic art form,
Richard Evans, Manager, Steve Barron '64, Advertising, Carol
though space prevents such a
high
quality
broadcasting
of
Williams '62, Circulation, Sara Bernard '62, Betty Little '63.
discussion here.
your campus radio station,
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
Peter Reich, Staff Photographer, Grandon Harris '64, Scott Wilkens
Episodes Are Uneven
buy "stocks" from your dorm
The five stories were, unfor•64, John Peabody '64.
representative. Free tickets
tunately, of unequal quality. The
Dr. George R. Healy
at the Empire Theatre for
first and fifth, concerning a faFaculty Advisor
the dorm buying the greatest
mous beautician and a curate,
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Tel.
amount of stock per ccnlago
were poorly written and only
784-8821 (Sundays only). Printed at Auburn Free Press, 90 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the I^ewiston Post Office Jan. 30, 1913,
mildly amusing. The story of a
wise.
under the act' of Mar. 3. 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press.

Educational Plan

"Bates

and taught at numerous schools
throughout the country. He
worked for three and one-half
years at the Carrier Corporation
(quality control) while attending
Syracuse University and the
New York State College of Forestry.
After this intensive course of
study, Professor Shortt attended
graduate school at N.Y.S.C.F. in
forest economics He was then
connected with Pratt and Whitney as an I.B.M. programmer. In
September he became instructor
of mathematics at Clarkson College in New York. Ho remained
there until September 1958 when
he went to the South Dakola
School of Minos and Technology
to be an assistant professor of
mathematics.
After teaching in South Dakota, he went to Southern California where he held two positions.
He was the assistant professor in
math at San Fernando Valley
State College and an extension
teacher at U.C.L.A. ind Los Angeles Valley College. He stayed
in California until 1961 when he
cames to Bates.
Awarded Grant
To backtrack a little, Professor
Shortt completed his masters degree in math at University of
Washington in Seattle. He then
did additional graduate work at
U.C.L.A. He was awarded a National Science Foundation grant
to study numerical analysis at
N.C.L.A. in the summer of 1959.
In the summer of 1960, he directed the N.S.F. Institute for
teachers.
Professor Shortt in his travels
has noted the northern climate is
more conducive to study than the
sunny warm clime found in California. This, he fee's, is an advantage for the students at Bates.
At least our climate is suited to
study!

Reviewer Finds The
"Five Legs" Misshapen

Student

WRJR Drive

window cleaner, second in order,
was well done if only because of
Fernandel's talent for comedy.
The third story, that of a ship
captain, was best written and
best acted, and the fourth, a day
in the life of a "lovelorn" colmunist, was at least contemporary enough to be effective.
This movie was good though,
and for two reasons: Fernandel
himself, and the French way of
telling a story. Fernandel is an
internationally acclaimed comedian and needs no further attention here, nor does the "French
way" — for, as Louis Armstrong
once said of jazz, "If you gotta
ask, you ain't never gonna
know." So, rescued by an intangible and one man's talent, this
movie was a successful, enjoyable comedy.

WRJR
General Schedule
6:30 News
6:35 Popular
8:30 Masterworks Hour
10:00 News
10:05 Specialties
11:00 Especially for You
11:55 Vespers — Sign Off
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Polar Bear Smothers Bobcat
Morse, Panteleakos, Milo Topple
The Garnet Line 'Cats; Vandersea Excels In Loss
By AL MARDEN

L
Things seem to be heading pretty much the same way
they did last year. The 1960 Cats tied Middlebury and Maine
and then lost to Bowdoin. Last year they were stomped on
by the Colby Mules 32-0, thus ending the season in last place
in State Series. A loss to Colby this year will also place the
'Cats in the cellar slot. A win over the Mules, coupled with
a Bowdoin victory will tie the Hatchmen for second, a much
better position. A win over the Mules will also give the
Garnet eleven a 3-3-2 record and a .500 season. Last year the
Hatchmen did not get "up" for their final game of the season. This year they must! Will they?
The soccer squad has been receiving the plaudits of many
and rightfully so. An injury-ridden team has done well
against some of the best teams in the East. Driven by the
possibility of attaining varsity status in the future the hooters have gotten "up" for every game and although playing
without several of their key personnel have performed
notably. Last Friday's tilt was the epitome of their desire
for varsity status. Beaten earlier in the season by the Blue
Bloods of Bowdoin 6-1, hardly anyone gave the injured booters a chance against the Polar Bears, who earlier had become the first Maine team to beat the powerful Mules. True,
the booters lost, but it was not until an overtime period, when
a two teamed Bowdoin squad wore down the Garnet that
the 'Cats were defeated.

Bill Davis (26) drops a Bowdoin ball carrier in Saturday's action as Dave Boone (16) and
Phil Tamis (73) move in to assist.

By JIM HALL
scored from the 4. The 'Cats
Assistant Sports Editor
smothered the extra point atThe Bowdoin Polar Bears tempt as Bowdoin tried the split
moved a step nearer to retaining formation.
their state series football crown Nothing Right!
by defeating Bates Saturday at
Jack Adams recovered a Bates
| Whittier Field,»by a score of fumble on the Bobcat 18. Dexter
31-20.
Morse hit Eaton Tarbell on the 2
A homecoming crowd of
and then threw to Panteleakos
around 4.000 cheered as
who carried it over for his third
Bowdoin rolled up a 25-6
touchdown.
halftimc advantage and then
After Morse inercepted a Hathcoasted to a 31-20 victory,
away aeriel, he came back on ofwith Bates doing most of its
fense to toss a touchdown pass to
scoring against Nels Corey's
Bob Hooke. Spelotis' placekick
A few heads should have been turned by the performances
substitutes.
for the extra point was good and
of the booters this year. I hope that they have been the right The Bobcats did not resemble Bowdoin led 25-0.
ones. Surely they have proven they deserve varsity status. the crew that tied Maine one
With two minutes remainweek ago, as they were outfought
ing in the half Bales drove
A Pat on the Back should go to Cross Country Captain by a seemingly superior Bowdoin
73 yards, including two
Larry Boston who Friday led the harriers to a hard earned team. The Polar Bears will now
roughness penalties for a
victory over the Polar Bear hill and dalers. In leading the be looking forward to next Saturtouchdown. From the split
formation. Swift Hathaway
team to victory, the hard working Captain shattered the day's encounter with the Univertossed to Paul Planchon who
Bowdoin course record by the amazing margin of 17.8 sec- sity of Maine, which will decide
scored from the live yard
onds. Larry has been bothered by a leg injury for the most the State Series.
Mistakes!
line.
part of the season. It certainly must be healed now. Sopho- Bowdoin
intercepted
three
In the third period, Bowdoin
more Eric Silverberg also broke the course record as he passes Saturday, all of them drove 70 yards for their final
in the first half. Barrett Jenkins score of the day. Panteleakos
trailed Larry by five seconds.
gathered in a Swift Hathaway scored his fourth touchdown of
Next week the Sports Staff of the Student will make their toss on the Bates 43 and brought the game and Bowdoin led 31-6.
annual All-Maine selections. Although these picks are lim- it to the 33 before being downed
Paul Planchon supplied the
ited by several considerations: 1) The team is picked by a by Hathway. Fullback Mike Pan- j spark for Bates' second touchsmall number of the spectators, 2) Those who have selected teleakos blasted his way to the 21 down by racing 40 yard9 to the
the team are all closely connected with Bates College, and for a 12 yard pickup and then Bowdoin 7. Planchon. hit often,
Jack Milo went 8, down to the 13. displayed great balance in keepthus possess a limitation by prejudice, either pro or con, 3)
Panteleakos did it all himself ing his feet for a good run. MemThose who pick the team have only seen three of the six from here, finally going over ery went 3 yards over right
State Series games, the Student selections almost always are from the one on a 4th down. A tackle, then fumbled, but Planidentical with those of the Maine newspapers. Watch for pass play, after a fake kick, was chon picked it up and ran for the
them next week. Also next week will be a summary of the stopped and Bowdoin led 6-0 at score, and Bates trailed 31-12.
the end of the first period.
Well Done!
season.
The Bobcat offense was stopped
Archie Lanza raced 70 yards for
by a hard charging Bowdoin line the final score of the day, taking
and Bates was quickly forced to a pass from Bill MacNevin and
IMPORTANT NOTICE
punt. A good kick by Memery with some fine blocking and good
was nullified when Milo returned speed raced all the way for the
Away State Series Football Tickets
it 28 yards to the Bowdoin 40. touchdown. Doug Memery passed
Bowdoin
began another scoring to Don Stockwell for the two
November 11 at Colby
All Seats Reserved
march as Dexter Morse threw to point conversion and the final
Student Tickets
Panteleakos who went to the score was 31-20 in favor of
PRICE: $1.00 Student tickets cannot be purchased at Bates 20. Milo sped to the 10 Bowdoin.
the host college on the day of the game. and two plays later Panteleakos
A dismal day for the Bobcats

Bates student identification cards must be presented when
purchasing tickets, and at the visiting student gate of the
host college.
Student tickets will be good only at the visiting student
entrance which will be marked plainly.
Reservations for guests to be seated with students are
available at $2.50 each.
Refunds cannot be made for tickets within 48 hours of
game time.
Reserved Seats for Non-Students
PRICE: $2.50
ON SALE: Bates Athletic Office, Alumni Gymnasium.
Sunday through Friday before the game.

as they lost any chance of winning this year's state series. A top
flight defensive game was turned
in by Howie Vandersea who played hard all the way. On offense,
Paul Planchon ran well but as a
team the Bobcats looked bad.

W. A. A News
Yesterday about fifty girls participated in the WAA sponsored
"Bowling Day" at the Holiday
Lanes. The coeds were invited
out to the lanes for two hours
in the afternoon, during which
time they were given some instruction in the fine art of bowling. The necessary equipment
and the use of the alleys were
provided free of charge by the
Holiday management.
A similar event will again be
sponsored next week if fifty or
more girls signify an interest. Included in these special bowling
bargains will be a chance to play
once a week in the afternoon at
the new Holiday Lanes for a reduced fee. It is a good chance for
the girls to get their arms limbered up for hurling the rolling
pin at their hubbies in later life.
Other WAA news has it that
the girls practicing on the field
behind J. B. every afternoon are
really getting up for the upcoming Maine Sportsday. Any girls
who are interested in playing
hockey some afternoon are invited to come out as the girls need
two teams is order to have good
practices. There would be no
pressure put upon these interested girls to practice every day.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

DIAMONDS
Members American Gem Society
CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

THE "HOBB"
LAUNDRY SERVICE oi ALL TYPES

EWELER '
73 Lisbon St.

Lewiston
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Boston Shatters Course Record
Improved Booters Drop Pair Of As
Garnet Harriers Whip Bears
Heartbreakers To Bears, Mules
By BUTCH SAMPSON and
RUSSELL HENDERSON
That sometimes elusive quality
called luck and a sterling performance by the Colby goalie
Crowell, defeated the Bobcats
Tuesday 2-0. The 'Cats, pressuring the Colby goal throughout the
afternoon, are still seeking their
initial state series win.
The return of Raphe Onyemeluke and the part time
use of co-captain Lee Nute
were bright spots in the injury-ridden Bobcat lineup.
The Cat defense rose to the
occasion as the Mules pressed
throughout the first period for an
early score. In the second period
the tide turned and the Batesmen pressured the Colby net except for two lapses. One came as
the result of a jam-up in front
of the home goal. Colby's sensational, polished, right wing Diaz,
punched through what proved to
be the winning goal from this
pileup. The Mules had a lead
they were never to relinquish at
five minutes thirty seven seconds
of the second period.
Todd Stars
The alert play of Todd Lloyd,
a defensive spark all afternoon,
killed the other Colby thrust late
in the period. Todd made a
diving catch of a sure goal, preferring to take the risk of a penalty shot than to see the Mules
score again. Don Mawninney
Cat goalie, cooly watched Dick
Schondtz miss two free shots
and batted another away himself
as the Mules were shut out at
the freekick line.
The spirited Bobcats dominated the second half, but
as things sometimes go in the
world of sports, they were
scored upon again and
slopped repeatedly in their
efforts to crease the Colby
net. Todd Lloyd was a demon and Don Mawhinney's
save at the start of the
fourth period had a Frank
Merriwell luster.
The thrusts of the Bobcats,
centered by the accurate passing
of George Beebe and Mike McDonald, were frustrated all afternoon. Colby's great goalie
Crowell, who never hesitated in
leaving the net, hexed the Bobcat forward line repeatedly. At
the closing whistle, most spectators probably shared this writer's feelings that this spirited
Garnet team will not allow themselves to be denied again without
displaying the driving devotion
and winning heart that w*as
clearly evident to all present at
the game.
Frustrated By Bowdoin
Last Friday Bowdoin opened
their homecoming festivities with
a rip snorting, injury punctuated,
overtime win over the Bates College Soccer Club. The Polar
Bears had to rely on their old

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College
$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 784-5491

standbys as once more Laslow
Dudas and Eric Sozonof combined their goals for a win.
The whole game saw two evenly matched squads battle it out
with neither team gaining an advantage for long. The key to success probably lay in the pass
work and experience of this
strong Bowdoin eleven.
The first quarter saw both
teams play to a frustrating
standstill as their respective defenses sparkled. From the first
period on George Beebe, the
Bates center half, not only
slashed the Bowdies offense, but
did well in getting the ball to our
line.
Bob Lanz scored the initial goal with thirteen minutes and fifty seconds of the
second period gone by. It
was a beautiful shot, all his
own. as he powered it in

from the edge of the goalie's
circle.
The third quarter was the one
to watch as the Bears and the
Bobcats put on a tremendous
show. Mike MacDonald at fullback really played good ball as
did Bob Kramer at left halfback.
But, with 15 minutes gone Dudas
tied the score. Don Mawhinney
kept others out with his fine
play
at goal,
while Dave
Dhliwayo, Lanz, and Lloyd Bunten peppered the Bowdoin goal.
The fourth quarter saw Raphe
Onyemeluke and Lee Nute try
in vain to break the tie as the
stalemate continued.
An Import!
With the score tied 1-1 at the
end of the regular game a five
minute overtime was begun.
With two minutes to go Sozonof
blasted home the winning shot.
Bates failed to equalize it and

The Bates cross-country team
made a very impressive showing
against Bowdoin's fastest last
Friday, November 3, at Brunswick, as two Bates runners broke
the existing course record. The
rest of the squad ran well also,
combining to give Bates a 24-32
win over the Polar Bears in the
dual meet.
Captain Larry Boston turned in the best run of his career as he chopped almost
eighteen seconds from the
course record of 19:56. His
time for the 4 mile course
was 19:38.2. no mean feat for
a runner who is considered
one of the best in New England in the middle distance
events.

Bowdoin got a hard earned victory.
This Friday Bates vies for a
second place tie in State Series
Soccer as they challenge the
Colby Mules on Mayflower Hilf.

Five seconds behind Boston
was sophomore Eric Silverberp
who also beat the course record
by several seconds. Silverberf
has set personal running records
for himself in the last three
meets, and he kept pace by crossing the line in 19:43.5, beating the
course record by 12.5 seconds.
The next man to finish war
Shea of Bowdoin (30:01:5). In
fourth place was Bill Dunham
(20:04), who also ran one of the
best races of his life. Bowdoin's
Youmans (20:15.5), Gillies (20:31.5)
and MacMichael (20:50) took fifth
sixth, and seventh places. Bunched close behind them were Ed
Margulies, eighth (21:00); Ed Belden, ninth (21.08); Carl Wolf,
tenth (21:18); and Steve Hulsizer.
twelfth (22:28).
This afternoon the team is at
Tufts University where they are
running against strong teams
from Tufts, M. I. T, and Northeastern.

THE BELL TELEPHONE
COMPANIES SALUTE
CARL HORN
How many more people will need telephone
service in Illinois by 1970? How many more telephone buildings should be built, how much more
equipment ordered? Helping to find the right
answers (because the wrong ones could be very expensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone company economist who graduated from college just last
year. His studies and estimates help management

make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that
will bring advanced communications to the nation.
Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies, help make your telephone and communications service the finest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

